Red Mile Daily Selections
Saturday, October 6, 2018
Track Handicapper – Gabe Prewitt
Race 1
1 Urban
Legend
2 Kenziesky
Hanover
3 ImPink too
4
5
6
7

Sevenbuy
eleven
California
Love
It’s
Hallright
Spunky
Bttm Girl

Race 2
1 I’m Trigger
Happy
2 McVenus
3

Dance Blue

4

Wisdom
Tree
Sansovina
Hanover
Double A
Mint
Odds on
Stephanie

5
6
7

Race 3
1 Can’t
Beach That
2 Lyons
Johnny jnr
3 Warrawee
Unique
4 Cub Fan
5
6
7
8

Rock
Candy
World on
Edge
Odds on
Boca Raton
Workin
ona mystry

Selections
4-3-2-7
Gingras chose 3 over 1; Zeron chose 4 over 7
The train has gone off the tracks a bit in her last couple of starts, making breaks in the late stages of both miles. We
know she has some talent, but that is a bit concerning. Dips down here, but not sure I want a short price on her.
Another filly that has been a bit hard to trust at times, but she has proven she packs plenty of speed when she keeps her
mind on business. She fits assuming she trots.
OH Champ has been on a tear of late, riding high into this afternoon on a 3-race win streak, and keep in mind she is in
the inaugural Lexington Mixed Sale tomorrow as well. Must respect credentials.
Had solid late trot last week against stakes company to finish up evenly, and lands back in what should be a much more
manageable group here this afternoon. Any similar effort puts her squarely in the mix against these.
Couldn’t hang in with #3 in late stages last week, even with the perfect trip on her back. Likely going to have to step
things up a bit still after landing in an even deeper group overall this afternoon.
A notch below the top ones in a similar spot last week as a big longshot, and retains longshot status here this afternoon.
Pass for now.
Snuck through down at the inside last week to grab the place spot from #5, but lands on the outside of what seems to be
an even better group overall this afternoon. Gets one more crack at her OH rival (#3). Your call.
Selections
4-2-3-6
Start of the 50c Pick 5
D Miller chose 2 over 7
A notch below the top shelf stakes fillies maybe, but she lands on the pole here this afternoon in what seems to be the
softer of 2 divs. I could consider her for a minor share against these.
Put in a solid late rally to pick up the runner-up spot here last week, but keep in mind she steps up to face a very good
group of stakes fillies this afternoon. We know she has some talent though, I’ll try her to be close.
KY Champ put in a decent bid last time to finish in behind her heavily favored stablemate, and lands back in the softer of
2 divs this afternoon. Best effort puts her squarely in the mix against these.
Connections opted to put up $22.5k to supplement into this event today, and this filly has proven that she can more than
hold her own with the very best. No question the one to beat here.
Never got involved here last week, but has been a notch below the top fillies all season long. Likely facing a similar
scenario here this afternoon. I’ll wait for a better spot.
Parlayed a perfect ground saving trip into a decent 4th place finish here last week, and lands in a touch easier group
overall this afternoon. Still going to need her very best punch though.
Overmatched against stakes foes here last week, and seems to be facing an uphill battle again today from a tough
starting slot. Pass for now.
Selections
8-7-5-2
Zeron chose 7 over1; Tetrick chose 8 over 2; Kakaley chose 6 over 3
Raced evenly here last week, but still not maybe as sharp as what we saw him earlier this summer when he first arrived
in town. Should get a nice tracking trip from inside post this afternoon, but will have to step things up a bit still.
Things couldn’t have possibly set up any better for him last week, as he got a picture perfect trip in behind the leader off
moderate fractions, before nailing him late. If we missed the party at 21-1, hard to show back up today at shorter odds.
Paced evenly here last week, but no match for #8 in there and likely facing a similar scenario here this afternoon.
Difficult assignment.
Tough time to be a Cub fan, how could you possibly drop back to back must-win games at home? Oh well, there’s always
next year. This guy was rough gaited through the lane last week after a tough trip. Needs a quick rebound.
Really never found a seam through the lane last week until it was too late. I thought that was a very solid effort, but
unfortunately for him, he will have his hands full this afternoon against his stablemate (#8).
The break last week was no fault of his own, but still appears to be a notch below the top ones in here this afternoon.
Would have to step things up quite a bit still.
Completely and hopelessly blocked through the stretch here last time, so don’t hold that start against him. I will try him
to bounce back with a smoother journey this afternoon at a better price.
Probably one of the most impressive efforts we saw during week 1 of Grand Circuit racing, this guy kicked it into another
gear in deep stretch in only his 4th career start. I can’t wait to see what’s next!

Race 4
1 The Erm
2

Red Storm

3

Bella Glos

4

Tymal
Reign
Sesame

5
6
7

Front
Circle
Eunice

Race 5
1 Pinkman

2
3
4
5
6
7

Guardian
Angel As
Will Take
Charge
Homicide
Hunter
Lindy the
Great
Internat’l
Moni
JL Cruze

Race 6
1 Semi
Tough
2 Candy Man
3
4
5
6
7
8

Captain
Trevor
Livinon
thebeach
Blood
Money
Love Me
Some Lou
Pyro
Smooth
Lou

Selections
3-4-1-5
D Miller chose 2 over 5; Gingras chose 3 over 6
Came up a bit flat in her first local spin last week, and will have to rebound quickly this afternoon after landing on the
pole against another solid crew. Needs her best punch here.
Stepped things up a touch last time when adding Lasix, but still a notch below the top ones in there. Likely facing a
similar scenario here this afternoon. Needs more.
Put in a HUGE effort to just miss in deep group of fillies last week in stakes action, and now gets to drop into a much
more comfortable spot today in the LC ranks. Should be able to deliver the knockout punch here.
Seems to have really turned the corner since rejoining the Daley barn last month, and put in a solid bid here last week
when she added Lasix in local debut. I’ll try her to be close once more.
Just ‘ok’ here as the fav in week 1 of Grand Circuit action, even making a very brief break in stride just after the start.
Can’t afford any mistakes here this afternoon.
Raced evenly here last week, but never threatened for the top spots, and appears to have landed in with a similar crew
here today. I’ll consider for bottom of exotics only.
Came up empty in local debut, and would have to find a lot more pop on the end of it still to make any major noise. Not
ready to hop on board after seeing that.
Selections
3-5-4-2
Former Hambo Champ picked up a win at The Big M earlier this summer, prior to that his last North American win was
right here in the KY Futurity in the fall of ’15. Finally gets some needed post relief, but still going to have to bring his very
best punch.
Hasn’t had much trouble transitioning at the age of 4, having won half of his starts so far this season. Took an aggressive
swing in Dayton Derby, and put in a solid bid there. Must respect credentials.
Not sure what happened last week, as that was a very uncharacteristic break in stride there at Dayton. It was just
announced that he will be heading into the $1M Int’l Trot next week at Yonkers. Major player.
Roughed up as the slight fav at Dayton last week, but he has been right near the top of the class all season. Was the
runner-up here last year in that 49.2 WR mile from Hannelore Hanover. Big chance.
Has been off the stakes trail the last couple of months, but has been making some inroads against tough older rivals in
the meantime. He was VERY good over this surface last year at the age of 3. Will need his very best here.
I’m still not sure what to make of last week, was I disappointed that he couldn’t seal the deal as the 1-9 fav? Yes. But,
still a pretty solid bid there. That said, things aren’t going to get any easier in power-packed field today.
7yo elder statesmen of the group is still trying to get his footing back underneath of him after limited starts so far this
season, and he fired a complete blank last week at Dayton. We know he’s better, but will have to prove it.
Selections
1-3-5-6
Zeron chose 8 over 2; Kakaley chose 1 over 7
I think it’s safe to say that he is certifiably tough at this point in his career, having yet to miss the board in 8 starts against
top shelf stakes foes into day. Lands on the pole, gets the nod as the fav. I’m on board.
Overmatched against stakes foes here last week, and seems to be facing a similar uphill battle this afternoon. Not a
sweet spot for the Candy Man. Pass.
Took an aggressive swing here last time, but ultimately gave way late and couldn’t fend off the closers. Still a very
talented colt, and should be very close here with his best effort.
Riding back to back wins into today, but appears to be ambitiously spotted here against top level stakes foes. Will have
to prove he can hold his own with these. I’m not convinced.
I must admit I was a bit disappointed that he couldn’t hold down 2nd here last week after a perfect trip in behind the
eventual winner. Will have to step things up a bit in order to beat these, I’ll try him underneath again.
Nearly lasted on the lead here last week, but couldn’t stave off the late rush of a tough foe there and had to settle for
2nd. Lands in a deeper group overall today though. Will have to step things up a bit.
Regressed into a break here last week, and I suspect we may see another conservative steer coming here today after
that. I’ll wait until we see some improvement.
Got back on track with a nice win here last week, but takes a BIG step up today to take on much better company and
lands an outside post as well. Not sure I like that combination.

Race 7
1 No Mas
Amor
2 Air Force
Hanover
3 Artie’s
Deal
4 De Los
Cielos Deo
5 Yacht
Week
6 Captain
Ahab
7 Volley Ball
Beach
8 Union
Station
9 Dancin Lou

Selections
6-4-2
Start of the $10,000G Pick 4
Gingras chose 4 over 1; McCarthy chose 6 over 8
Chased home rivals evenly here last week, but still appears to be a notch below the top colts in here today. Would have
to step things up quite a bit still to make any major noise.
Has been RAZOR sharp of late, including a handy win as the fav here last week. Lands in a bit deeper company here this
afternoon, but any similar effort should put him very close once more.
Stepped up with an improved effort to split the two heavy favs here last week, but lands in an even deeper group overall
this afternoon. I could consider for bottom half of exotics only today.
Not quite sure what happened in the Metro, as that was the first sub-par effort of his sensational career. Looking to get
back on track today after taking last week off to freshen up. Big chance.
Raced evenly here last week, but lands in against an even better group here this afternoon. Not sure he’s ready for
these right now. Pass.
Entered the Metro as the talk of the freshman pacing ranks an undefeated 7 for 7, but tasted defeat for the first time
that night. Very similar to #4, in the fact he will be looking for a bounce back effort today. Supremely talented.
Hasn’t proven he packs the necessary speed to hang with the top ones in here just yet, I’ll wait until we see some
improvement. Pass.
Overmatched as a big longshot last week, and retains longshot status this afternoon against an even better group
overall. Pass for now.
Packed it in late last week, and gets slammed with outside post today against a good group. Difficult assignment.

Race 8
1
McWicked

Selections
1-5-10-2
Gingras chose 5 over 3; Br Miller chose 9 over 7
Got caught in a tough spot from a tough post at Dayton, but should be able to dictate his own terms here today after
landing on the pole. Has enjoyed a great campaign, winning half, while hitting the board in 12 of 14. Lots to like.
Triple-millionaire parlayed a perfect trip into an even finish at Dayton, and seems to have landed in a similar spot here
this afternoon. Hasn’t been quite as sharp so far this season, I’ll consider him for a minor share once again.
I still remember the HUGE mile he ripped off at Western Fair to win the Molson Pace earlier this year, but has been a
notch below the top FFA pacers of late. Needs more.
Down-under invader got off to a great start stateside earlier this spring, but has missed some time of late after things
went off track a bit. Adds Lasix today, but likely going to need a start before we get his very best. I’ll watch one.
The Red Mile has been mentioned as a stop on the schedule since his U.S. campaign was announced, and here we are!
In the midst of a great campaign, and arrives over the track where Champions are crowned. He will have to earn it
today against a star-studded cast. Should be fun!
’17 Little Brown Jug Champ has enjoyed the transition as a 4-year old this season, having already earned over $467k
along the way. That said, he’s been a slight notch below the top ones in here of late. Will have to step it up a bit.
Only a fringe player against stakes foes so far this season, and is another that seems to be on the outside staring in this
afternoon after landing in a deep group. I’ll wait for a better spot.
Picked up the biggest win of his career in the ’17 Breeders Crown at Hoosier Park, and has been picking up minor checks
against the top level throughout most of this season. Tough post today, won’t be easy.
Displayed some sharp early speed at Dayton to secure the nice trip in behind #10 for a close runner-up finish. Not sure
things will work out that well today from way out here. Lots of early speed in here, could be a shootout off the gate.
He is RAZOR sharp right now, and he will have to be today after getting slammed with post 10 against a talented field.
Tetrick will have to find a way to get him worked into the race, but must respect credentials.

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

All Bets
Off
Rockin
Ron
Heaven
Rocks A
Lazarus N

Filibuster
Hanover
Dr J
Hanover
Split the
House
Western
Fame
Donttell
meagain

Race 9
1 American
Mercury
2 Buddy Hill
3 Captain
Crunch
4 Fabrice
Hanover
5 Proof
6
7
8

Actor
Hanover
Sugar
Factory
Captain
Victorious

Selections
7-3-5-8
D Miller chose 5 over 4; Zeron chose 3 over 5
Expectedly gave way a bit late here last week after launching a tough first over attack against #8 in there. Should be in
line for a smoother journey today after landing on the pole, but still going to need his very best punch.
A notch below the top colts here last week, and appears to be facing a similar uphill battle again today. Pass for now.
Started off 3 for 3 to begin his career, but has tasted defeat in the last couple after stepping up to tackle the best of the
best. No question he fits with these, needs a big rebound to get back on track today. Maybe.
No match for that runaway winner last week, and still seems to be a slight notch below the top colts in here today.
Would have to step things up quite a bit still to hang with the top ones in here.
Not quite sure what to make of last week. Yes, he did sprint home fairly well after a conservative steer, but I still wasn’t
overly impressed. We KNOW he is better than that. More aggressive handling coming here? I suspect so.
I took a swing with him last week and he was disappointing. Things aren’t going to get any easier for him here today.
Pass.
Things set up perfectly for him last time with a live 2nd over tow into it, but he took full advantage to storm home in 26.1
to finish within half a length. Lands in a deep group here today, but we know he has some talent. I’ll take a swing.
Had every opportunity to steal one on the lead here last week, after getting away with a very soft tempo in the early
stages. Couldn’t quite seal the deal there, and likely won’t have things that easy here today.

Race 10
1 Band Stand
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cuts Like a
Knife
Baron
Remy
Yourare
mycandygirl
Pearl Blue
Chip
Kissin in the
Sand
Alexa’s
Power
Strong
Opinion

Race 11
1 Price
Hanover
2 Waterway
3

Black Smile

4

Covered
Bridge
Loutenant

5
6
7
8
9

Jack
Nation
Mangogh
Bicorne
Hanover
Magic Joe
Lindy

Selections
6-7-3-1
Tetrick chose 7 over 2 & 5; Gingras chose 4 over 8
She was overloaded two starts back in the $250k KYSS Final but couldn’t get through and had to settle for 2nd. Followed
that up with a sub-par effort last time though, and lands in deep water here this afternoon.
Got tortured with a tough trip as a big longshot here last week, and still seems to be facing a tall order today against a
good group. I’ll pass for now.
A heads up drive landed her in a perfect spot here last week in behind #6, and she parlayed that into a close runner-up
finish. Lands in a bit better group overall today in the tougher of 2 divs though. Will need her absolute best here.
Keep in mind she LOVES the red clay, setting a World Record in winning here last year in 1:50 flat. That said, I’m just not
convinced she is completely on top of her game right now after the break at Delaware. Hmm….
Unleashed a big effort to dominate overnight rivals in Canada last week, but she takes a step back up to the major
leagues this afternoon against a talented crew. I’m not convinced she’s ready for these just yet.
We knew it wasn’t going to be easy from a tough post last week in a big bulky field, but she certainly made it look
effortless. Must respect her impressive credentials, I’m back on board once again.
Got the big win she deserved in taking the $230k Jugette, but keep in mind things did set up fairly nicely there after a
nice trip and #4 made the break in stride. Still, we must respect her impressive resume, hitting the board in 15/16.
Gets slammed with outside post again today, this time in the tougher of two divs. Asking a bit much against these.
Pass.
Selections
9-5-4-7-2
Tetrick chose 7 over 3; D Miller chose 4 over 6 & 9
Overmatched against stakes foes here last week, but keep in mind he does land on the pole here today in what seems to
be the softer of 5 stakes divs. That said, still likely going to have to pick things up a bit to make any major noise.
Couldn’t quite hang with the fav in late stages last week, but parlayed a nice trip in behind that eventual winner to hang
in for a close 3rd. Not an overly tough div here this afternoon, but still going to need his absolute very best.
Put together a decent late rally here last week to finish a respectable 3rd, and wouldn’t have to step things up all that
much to make some noise again this afternoon. I could consider him for bottom of exotics once more.
Took a decent bit of tote action here last week, and stepped up and delivered with an explosive late kick to score over
the favorite. Plenty of options from another perfect mid-pack post. Lots to like.
Unleashed a solid late bid here last week when he finally shook loose down the lane. He has been better over the last
couple of starts than we’ve seen him all season. I’ll try him to be close once more.
We know this guy has some talent, but he arrives into this afternoon after throwing in back to back clunkers against NY
stakes foes. Hard to endorse right now. I’ll wait for a hint of improvement.
A very nice acclimating mile over the track to finish 2nd in behind the fav last week. He has proven he belongs, and
doesn’t land in an overly difficult group here in the finale. He fits with these.
Couldn’t hang with the top ones in late stages here last week when adding Lasix even after a picture-perfect trip in there.
Not sure things are going to get any easier here from an even tougher post. Pass for now.
I have been a big fan of this colt’s since he has burst on the scene. A victim of circumstances last week, as he got caught
far back through some slow early fractions. He is talented enough to beat these. I’m on board.

$10,000G Pick 4 (Races 7 – 10)
Race 7 – 2, 4, 6
Race 8 – 1, 10
Race 9 – 5, 7
Race 10 – 6
Total $1 Ticket Cost - $12
LOCK OF THE DAY: RACE 3 #8 WORKIN ONA MYSTERY (7-5 ML)
LONGSHOT OF THE DAY: RACE 11 #9 MAGIC JOE LINDY (6-1 ML)

Find these selections online daily at: redmileky.com/live-racing/gabes-picks
Replays of all races available at: youtube.com/theredmileracetrack
Questions or comments, @gabe_prewitt!

